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Abstract: Australia has clear aspirations to become a major global exporter of hydrogen as a replace-
ment for fossil fuels and as part of the drive to reduce CO2 emissions, as set out in the National
Hydrogen Strategy released in 2019 jointly by the federal and state governments. In 2021, the Aus-
tralian Energy Market Operator specified a grid forecast scenario for the first time entitled “hydrogen
superpower”. Not only does Australia hope to capitalise on the emerging demand for zero-carbon
hydrogen in places like Japan and South Korea by establishing a new export industry, but it also
needs to mitigate the built-in carbon risk of its export revenue from coal and LNG as major customers,
such as Japan and South Korea, move to decarbonise their energy systems. This places hydrogen at
the nexus of energy, climate change mitigation and economic growth, with implications for energy
security. Much of the published literature on this topic concentrates on the details of what being a
major hydrogen exporter will look like and what steps will need to be taken to achieve it. However,
there appears to be a gap in the study of the implications for Australia’s domestic energy system
in terms of energy security and export economic vulnerability. The objective of this paper is to
develop a conceptual framework for the implications of becoming a major hydrogen exporter on
Australia’s energy system. Various green hydrogen export scenarios for Australia were compared,
and the most recent and comprehensive was selected as the basis for further examination for do-
mestic energy system impacts. In this scenario, 248.5 GW of new renewable electricity generation
capacity was estimated to be required by 2050 to produce the additional 867 TWh required for an
electrolyser output of 2088 PJ of green hydrogen for export, which will comprise 55.9% of Australia’s
total electricity demand at that time. The characteristics of comparative export-oriented resources
and their interactions with the domestic economy and energy system are then examined through
the lens of the resource curse hypothesis, and the LNG and aluminium industries. These existing
resource export frameworks are reviewed for applicability of specific factors to export-oriented green
hydrogen production, with applicable factors then compiled into a novel conceptual framework for
exporter domestic implications from large-scale exports of green hydrogen. The green hydrogen
export superpower (2050) scenario is then quantitatively assessed using the established indicators
for energy exporter vulnerability and domestic energy security, comparing it to Australia’s 2019
energy exports profile. This assessment finds that in almost all factors, exporter vulnerability is
reduced, and domestic energy security is enhanced by the transition from fossil fuel exports to
green hydrogen, with the exception of an increase in exposure of the domestic energy system to
international market forces.

Keywords: energy security; hydrogen; exports; resource curse; carbon neutrality

1. Introduction

As with fossil fuel deposits [1], renewable energy resources, such as rivers with hydro-
electrical potential, accessible geothermal resources, large open spaces with high solar
radiation levels, or available land with high wind speeds, are also not evenly distributed
worldwide. Countries with a high population density and high energy demand, such as
Japan and South Korea, which already experience energy supply challenges due to a lack of
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domestic fossil fuel reserves [2] are similarly challenged with access to sources of renewable
electricity generation which is a significant limitation in their efforts to achieve a zero-
carbon society [3]. The importation of hydrogen produced by means that do not contribute
to anthropogenic climate change is emerging as a key method for countries deficient in
renewable energy resources to decarbonise their domestic energy systems [3,4]. Through
the process of electrolysis, hydrogen produced from low-cost and plentiful renewable
electricity in a supplier country can be used as a vector to transport that renewable energy
internationally, without the need for contiguous land borders or undersea cables.

In recent years, Australia has had well-publicised aspirations to become a hydrogen-
exporting renewable energy superpower [5–8]. These aspirations have crystalised into clear
government policy, with the National Hydrogen Strategy released in 2019 jointly by the
federal and state governments, supported by the National Hydrogen Roadmap [7] prepared
by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO). Following
a change in federal government in May 2022 from the centre-right Liberal–National coalition
to the centre-left Labor party [9], the hydrogen strategy has been re-affirmed, and with it the
objective of Australia being a global leader by 2030 in hydrogen for export and for domestic
industry decarbonisation [10]. Not only does Australia hope to capitalise on the emerging
demand for zero-carbon hydrogen in places like Japan and South Korea by establishing
a new export industry, it also desperately needs to mitigate the built-in carbon risk (an
exporter’s vulnerability to loss of export revenue as customers take climate change action
and reduce fossil fuel consumption; related to the CO2 emissions intensity of exported
fuels) of its export revenue from coal and liquefied natural gas (LNG) as major customers,
such as Japan [3] and South Korea [11], move to decarbonise their energy systems. The
Australian Government’s focus on these two countries as its hydrogen export customers is
abundantly clear in the CSIRO’s National Hydrogen Roadmap [7], the National Hydrogen
Strategy from the Coalition of Australian Government (COAG) [8] and the Opportunities
for Australia from Hydrogen Exports report prepared for the Australian Renewable Energy
Agency (ARENA) [12], and is emphasised even further by the National Hydrogen Strategy
document being available for download in English, Japanese and Korean language versions.

1.1. Hydrogen Sources

An informal colour-coding system of hydrogen has been developed as a shorthand
means of describing its means of production and CO2 footprint [13]. While the colour label
“green” has been used for many decades for environmentally friendly technologies, in the
case of hydrogen it has been used to specifically refer to hydrogen produced from electrol-
ysis with renewable energy, generally via electrolysis. These hydrogen colours still lack
consensus (e.g., sometimes biomass is considered to be green, other times it is considered
to be brown; yellow may refer to grid-electricity-based electrolysis, nuclear-based or solar-
based hydrogen production, or catalytic water-splitting), and can be considered mostly a
marketing gimmick. Scientifically, hydrogen can be produced by various routes—each of
which has different implications for the carbon footprint of the produced hydrogen and for
other environmental and economic factors. The general potential supply chains are shown
in Figure 1.

It should be noted that hydrogen cannot typically be considered a primary energy
source—unless it is extracted from geological deposits. It is more accurately defined as
an energy carrier—although it is sometimes considered a form of energy storage and also
requires storing itself, often in compounds such as ammonia or as metal hydrides. Through
using renewable energy to electrolyse water and produce hydrogen, “green” hydrogen is a
medium to make it possible for energy-import-dependent countries to essentially import
renewable electricity from sources worldwide.

Australia currently hosts the Hydrogen Energy Supply Chain (HESC) demonstration
project in Victoria’s Latrobe Valley [14], developed and operated with a number of major
Japanese energy players, producing hydrogen from brown coal (without CCS). The HESC
project is currently capable of producing “brown” hydrogen and has begun making trial
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shipments of liquefied hydrogen (LH2) to Japan. Future commercial expansion of this
project proposes capturing carbon dioxide (CO2) from the hydrogen production process
and injecting it into offshore geological sequestration sites. This would then make any
hydrogen produced “blue”. Brown coal for the HESC project is currently sourced from the
Loy Yang mine, however the Loy Yang A Power Station is scheduled to cease operation in
2035 [15]. As brown-coal-fired electricity generation is phased out in Victoria, this resource
will be available without any other use. While this project represents an interesting source of
potentially zero-carbon hydrogen supply, the project itself will have no material interaction
with the Australian energy system since it will not compete with power stations for fuel,
and the hydrogen produced is intended to be solely for export.
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Hydrogen from fossil fuels without CCS does not achieve the intended purpose
of displacing CO2 emissions from fossil fuels. In the absence of a commercial nuclear
power industry for the foreseeable future, “pink” hydrogen production in Australia is not
considered. Other production routes are unlikely to be commercially scalable options for
the foreseeable future [13].

Since the purpose of this paper is to explore interactions of hydrogen exports with
the Australian energy system, we will focus solely on “green” hydrogen produced from
renewable electricity. The interlinkages of hydrogen exports and the domestic energy
system are shown in Figure 2.

1.2. Electrolyser Technology

The two main commercially available and technically mature electrolysis technologies
applicable to the production of green hydrogen are alkaline electrolysis (AE) and polymer
electrolyte membrane (sometimes also called proton exchange membrane) (PEM). Histori-
cally, AE has been the more widely deployed [16] and has a lower capital cost. However,
PEM has a number of operational benefits, and while it currently has a higher capital cost,
the PEM share of electrolyser capacity globally has been increasing [16]. Many forecasts
for future green hydrogen production [7,17–19] use PEM with future cost reduction due to
the scale assumed. CSIRO [7] data for current and expected AE and PEM electrolyser effi-
ciencies in Table 1 show that while there is a difference; the uncertainty range for potential
improvement for each technology is greater than the difference between them in both the
current case and the expected best case.
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Table 1. Comparison of electrical efficiency of mature electrolyser technologies.

Technology Current (kWh/kgH2) Best Case (kWh/kgH2)

PEM 54 45

AE 58 49

Therefore, for the purposes of this paper, since we are mainly interested in the electric-
ity consumption of hydrogen production, there is not a material difference between the
selection of either AE or PEM technology, and we adopt PEM as the base case, which is also
used as the reference case in future scenarios by CSIRO and the Australia Energy Market
Operator (AEMO). To examine the sensitivity of results with this assumption, electricity
consumption if AE were to be deployed would be 7% greater than PEM on the basis of
current technology, or 9% in the future “best case”.

1.3. Hydrogen Carrier

Green hydrogen is a carrier for renewable electricity. However, hydrogen in a gaseous
state, even when compressed, is only really suitable for pipeline or truck transport due
to low energy density. For the international shipping of hydrogen in large quantities, a
carrier method is required to improve energy density and transportability. Rasool et al. [20]
and Wang et al. [21] have both conducted a detailed cost evaluation of potential hydrogen
carriers among mature technologies for the international export shipping of Australian
green hydrogen, liquefied hydrogen (LH2), compressed hydrogen (CH2), ammonia (NH3),
methanol (MeOH) and methane, potentially as green e-LNG (liquefied methane synthesised
from hydrogen produced by electrolysis using renewable electricity). CSIRO [7] points to
LH2 and NH3 as the most viable, while in AEMO’s hydrogen superpower scenario [17],
NH3 is selected as the base case hydrogen carrier, being, according to AEMO’s assessment,
the lowest cost and most widely deployed at the present time. From the customer side,
METI [3] (Japan) also uses NH3 as their base case hydrogen carrier.

In this context, it is useful to understand the properties of these two potential methods
of hydrogen transport by ship compared to LNG. A comparison is provided in Table 2.
Although the calorific value of LH2 is well above that of LNG and NH3, due to a much
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lower density, the energy density of LH2 is the lowest of all. The greatest technical challenge
is in the liquefaction temperature, which is considerably lower for LH2 than LNG, while
for NH3, it is much higher.

Table 2. Properties of LNG, LH2 and NH3 compared.

Fuel Calorific Value (LHV) MJ/kg Density
kg/m3

Energy Density
MJ/m3

Temperature
(Liquid State)

LNG 45 450 20,250 −162 ◦C

LH2 120 71 8520 −283 ◦C

NH3 19 680 12,920 −33 ◦C

LH2 production, transport and storage is not new; however, domestic production
has been primarily for industrial uses. There is still considerable room for research and
development in scaling up LH2 production and improving the efficiency of processes
for large-scale production as an energy transport vector for international shipping. The
ship transport of LH2 is a new technology—the first ocean-going LH2 carrier “Suiso
Frontier” [14] began operation in 2021 as a part of the Japan–Australia HESC project. As
can be expected with any demonstration technology scale-up, LH2 shipping trials have
not been without technical challenges, including a brief uncontrolled hydrogen flame-out
event on board [22].

Conversely, NH3 exports and shipping are already well-established with 65 NH3
tanker vessels transporting 19.8 Mt of NH3 exports worldwide in 2021 [23]. For the
immediate industrial deployment of the international trade of hydrogen by ocean freight at
large scale, NH3 appears to be the most feasible carrier at the present time.

Whichever vector is used, the energy density deficit compared to LNG will necessitate
an increase in shipping activity if the direct energy replacement of LNG is considered. For
every one ship of LNG, 2.4 shiploads of LH2 or 1.6 shiploads of NH3 of an equivalent
volume would be required to deliver the same energy.

1.4. Hydrogen Export Literature Review

A number of papers have been published recently that take a country-specific approach
in examining the prospect of zero-CO2 hydrogen production and exports, including Rasool
et al. [20] and Wang et al. [21], who each examined the cost profile of different hydrogen
carrier methods for export from Australia; Gallardo et al. [24], with a techno-economic
analysis of the case for export from Chile using low-cost solar electricity in the Atacama
Desert region; Burdack et al. [25], with a similar techno-economic analysis of potential green
hydrogen exports from Colombia; Kavavand et al. [26], who provided a similar analysis for
the case of green hydrogen and NH3 exports from Iran using wind and solar electricity;
and Galvan et al. [27], who proposed a plan for green hydrogen exports from South
America, adding up to 20% electricity demand in conjunction with an electricity generation
transition to renewable sources. Armijo and Philibert [28] presented a case study of green
hydrogen and NH3 production in Chile and Argentina, initially supplying local needs, then
expanding to export operations, Khan & Al-Ghamdi [29] examined the potential benefits
and challenges for hydrogen exports from Gulf Cooperation Council member states, and
Bhandari [30] provides a study of potential for green hydrogen production in Niger. Hjeij
et al. [31] developed an index for rating the hydrogen export competitiveness of countries,
and Downie [32] has developed a high-level framework for the geopolitical leverage of
states exporting renewable electricity, including through media such as green hydrogen.
With regard to exporter-side domestic impacts, one of the few studies focussing on this
aspect [33] developed the idea of domestic implications for export-oriented hydrogen
producers in terms of water availability and land use in low-income countries, including
Morocco, Mexico and South Africa. The idea of a domestic hydrogen market operating in
synergistic conjunction with hydrogen export operations is discussed in a few papers [28,31]
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while the idea of a domestic hydrogen market acting as an incubator for an export industry
takes a major place in the main Australian hydrogen strategy narrative, as set out in
AEMO [17], CSIRO [19], COAG [8] and ARENA [12] reports. However, the potential for
hydrogen exports to dominate and adversely impact the exporters’ domestic hydrogen
market is absent. Further references to energy security, impacts on domestic energy markets
generally and the distortion of local electricity pricing in these papers examining the
hydrogen export case are lacking. Any mentions of energy security refer only to importing
countries [25,32,34].

The current academic and policy body of knowledge on hydrogen exports thus re-
flects the typical focus, in which energy security is primarily a concern for energy-import-
dependent countries [31]. This confirms the gap in existing work on the topic of hydrogen
exports and the importance of this paper in developing a framework for domestic energy
security specific to the emergence of large-scale green hydrogen exports to contribute to
filling this gap.

1.5. Methodology and Structure

Having established the research need, the methodology and structure of this paper are
set out as follows: In this paper, we will take the CSIRO “Hydrogen Export” scenario [19]
as a plausible case for a fully developed green hydrogen export industry and use it as
the reference against which to develop this framework. In Section 2, we expand on what
the hydrogen export scenario means domestically for Australia’s energy system and also
validate that scenario against major trading partners’ hydrogen strategies. In Section 3,
we examine comparative resource cases for factors applicable to green hydrogen export,
including a review of literature on the “resource curse” or “paradox of plenty” phenomenon
and test if those conditions might apply to hydrogen exports. In addition, we a review
other research conducted on the known domestic energy system impacts from exporting
industries with strong links to the domestic energy system, such as LNG and aluminium,
and filter these existing frameworks for potentially comparable factors and effects, consid-
ering the extent to which these energy intensive export-focussed sectors are embedded in
Australia’s domestic energy system.

In Section 4, we apply some of the energy-exporter-focussed focussed approaches
developed in our earlier work [1,35] to evaluate exporter vulnerability and domestic energy
security before (2019) and after (2050) the realisation of the hydrogen export scenario. In
Section 5, we present the compiled conceptual framework for domestic energy system
impacts of green hydrogen exports developed in this study. Conclusions and policy
recommendations are contained in Section 6.

1.6. Limitations of This Study

This study is limited to the domestic energy system and related internal economic
effects of a country becoming a major hydrogen exporter. This study specifically focusses on
“green” hydrogen, which is produced via electrolysis from renewable electricity, and does
not address fossil-fuel-derived hydrogen as the share of the latter in the global market for
decarbonised energy is expected to decline, and from a producer perspective, the linkages
to the domestic energy system are expected to be negligible as hydrogen producers also
move away from fossil-fuel-based electricity generation domestically. While the extent of
renewable energy generation required to reach the extent of hydrogen production identified
in various studies is assessed at a high level. This assessment is provided for context, and
an analysis of the construction program required and potential challenges to achieving it
are excluded from this study.

2. What Would Being a Hydrogen Export Superpower Look like for Australia?
2.1. Electricity Generation Requirements

“Hydrogen superpower” appeared as a forecast scenario in AEMO’s “2021 Inputs
Assumptions and Scenarios Report” for Australia’s National Electricity Market (NEM) [17],
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in which “NEM-connected renewable energy exports via hydrogen become a significant
part of Australia’s economy”. The hydrogen superpower scenario has been updated and
expanded in AEMO’s latest Integrated System Plan (ISP) issued in June 2022 [36]. CSIRO
and Climateworks prepared a detailed modelling report [19] for AEMO as an input to
the next ISP update, and covers all of Australia, not just the NEM states (Queensland,
New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania and South Australia). COAG’s 2019 report “Aus-
tralia’s National Hydrogen Strategy” [8] sets out a similar, highly ambitious scenario titled
“Hydrogen—Energy of the Future”, with modelling inputs provided by the consulting firm
Deloitte [18]. Key data of these various hydrogen exporting scenarios are summarised in
Table 3. We have only converted between Mt and PJ and have intentionally omitted any
conversions between electrical consumption and hydrogen production not included in
the source reports since there is a slight difference between assumptions about conversion
efficiency, technology applied, and improvement over time. There is, however, a reasonable
convergence in the scale of the 2050 case from each source report. Of these scenarios, the
most recent and most comprehensive (covering all Australia, and with 10-year steps) is the
“Hydrogen Export” scenario prepared by CSIRO and Climateworks [19] for AEMO, which
we will adopt as the reference case for further analysis in this paper.

Table 3. Australia green hydrogen export scenarios.

Scenario and Parameter 2030 2040 2050

COAG (2019) “Hydrogen—Energy of the Future” scenario [8,18]

Green H2 produced
(Australia) 0.5 Mt (60 PJ) - 18 Mt (2160 PJ)

Electricity for Green H2
production (Australia) 19 TWh - 912 TWh

AEMO (July 2021) “Hydrogen Superpower” scenario [17] (all figures NEM only)

Total Green H2 produced
(domestic + export) 1.0 Mt (120 PJ) 5.0 Mt (600 PJ) 15.0 Mt (1800 PJ)

Green H2 exported 0.6 Mt (73 PJ) 3.4 Mt (408 PJ) 12.3 Mt (1474 PJ)

Total electricity demand,
including Green H2
production

- 614 TWh -

Electricity for Green H2
production (% of total
electricity demand)

57 TWh 285 TWh (46.4%) 795 TWh

Electricity for Green H2
exports (% of total electricity
demand)

41 TWh 221 TWh (36.0%) 774 TWh

AEMO (June 2022) “Hydrogen Superpower” scenario [36] (all figures NEM only)

Total Green H2 produced
(domestic + export) 0.9 M t (107 PJ) - 17.0 Mt (2038 PJ)

Green H2 exported 0.7 Mt (84 PJ) - 11.5 Mt (1376 PJ)

Total electricity demand,
including Green H2
production

294 TWh - 1278 TWh

Electricity for Green H2
production (% of total
electricity demand)

51 TWh (17.3%) - 900 TWh (70.4%)

Electricity for Green H2
exports (% of total electricity
demand)

49 TWh (16.7%) - 768 TWh (60.1%)
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Table 3. Cont.

Scenario and Parameter 2030 2040 2050

CSIRO and Climateworks for AEMO (Dec 2022) “Hydrogen Export” scenario [19]

Total Green H2 produced
(domestic + export) 1.9 Mt (233 PJ) 6.3 Mt (757 PJ) 20.2 Mt (2426 PJ)

Green H2 exported 1.7 MT (204 PJ) 5.4 Mt (648 PJ) 17.4 Mt (2088 PJ)

Total electricity demand,
including Green H2
production

455 TWh 790 TWh 1550 TWh

Electricity for Green H2
production (% of total
electricity demand)

112 TWh (24.6%) 339 TWh (42.9%) 1008 TWh (65.0%)

Electricity for Green H2
exports (% of total electricity
demand)

98 TWh (21.6%) 290 TWh (36.7%) 867 TWh (55.9%)

The “Hydrogen Export” scenario proposes additional renewable electricity generation
dedicated to green hydrogen production for exports of 98 TWh in 2030, 290 TWh in 2040,
and 867 TWh in 2050, by which time over half (55.9%) of Australia’s electricity production
(1550 TWh) is dedicated to producing green hydrogen for export. Considering Australia’s
electricity generation in 2019 was 264 TWh (including distributed and behind-the-meter
generation, such as rooftop solar) [37]. This clearly constitutes a significant industrial
undertaking when combined with the replacement of fossil fuel generation (212 TWh in
2019, 80.3% of total), excluding a domestic electricity consumption increase from increased
electrification in the industry and society, and underlying economic growth.

Table 4 and Figure 3 set out an indicative example we have prepared based on this
“Hydrogen Export” scenario of the extent of new renewable electricity generation required
solely for hydrogen production. This example assumes the mix of renewables as 40% on-
shore wind, 40% solar and 20% offshore wind. Energy storage in the form of batteries and
pumped hydro would also need to be deployed however these are not shown since even
though they function as generators on the discharge cycle, they are not net electricity gener-
ators and do not add energy to the system, that is, they only store it for later release. The
capacity factors for each technology are taken from Aurecon’s 2020 report for AEMO [38].

Table 4. New generation required solely for hydrogen production for export.

2030 2040 2050

Hydrogen production PJ 204 648 2088

Electricity generation TWh 98 290 867

Onshore Wind

Share of export green H2 generation % 40% 40% 40%

Share of export green H2 generation TWh 39 116 347

Capacity factor % 43.0% 46.0% 46.0%

Installed capacity required GW 10.4 28.8 86.1

Offshore Wind

Share of export green H2 generation % 20% 20% 20%

Share of export green H2 generation TWh 20 58 173

Capacity factor % 51.0% 57.0% 57.0%

Installed capacity required GW 4.4 11.6 34.7
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Table 4. Cont.

2030 2040 2050

Solar

Share of export green H2 generation % 40% 40% 40%

Share of export green H2 generation TWh 39 116 347

Capacity factor % 30.5% 31.0% 31.0%

Installed capacity required GW 14.7 42.8 127.7
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Expansion of Green Electricity to Enable Hydrogen Exports
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Figure 3. Expansion of green electricity required solely for hydrogen production for export.

The following construction program will be required to achieve these new generation
capacity figures that are solely dedicated to green hydrogen production:

2020–2030

- Two to three new wind farms per year of 200 MW per site;
- The first two 2 GW offshore wind farms begin operation by 2030;
- Three to four new solar farms per year of 400 MWp per site.

2030–2040

- Nine new wind farms per year of 200 MW each year;
- A new 2 GW offshore wind farm every 3 years;
- Seven new solar farms per year of 400 MWp per site.

2040–2050

- Twenty-nine new wind farms per year of 200 MW each year;
- A new 2 GW offshore wind farm every 14 months;
- Fourteen new solar farms every 18 months of 400 MWp per site.
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2.2. Hydrogen Export Quantity Validation with Major Trading Partners

The hydrogen export reference scenario anticipates 2088 PJ (17.4 Mt) of hydrogen
exports by 2050. The feasibility of this figure (or not) can be validated by considering
the announced hydrogen strategies of Japan and South Korea, two of Australia’s major
LNG customers.

According to the Ministry of Trade, Economy and Industry, Japan plans to import
3 Mt of zero-carbon hydrogen by 2030, increasing to 20 Mt by 2050 [3]. South Korea plans
to reach 1.96 Mt of green hydrogen imports by 2030 [39]; assuming the same growth rate as
Japan, they would reach 13.1 Mt by 2050.

We have estimated the potential share of Japan’s and South Korea’s hydrogen import
market that Australia can reasonably achieve based on Australia’s current share of their
LNG imports since green hydrogen (in whichever carrier form) will increasingly be used
to replace LNG imports [3] as a primary energy source in power generation and for
industrial use. Australia’s share of LNG supply [40] to Japan and South Korea is shown
in Table 5. Japan and South Korea were Australia’s number two and number three LNG
export customers in 2021, taking 34.1% and 12.3% of total LNG exports, respectively. China
was Australia’s number one LNG export customer, taking 39.4% of Australia’s total LNG
exports. However, here, we concentrate on Japan and Korea due to their clearly articulated
and ambitious hydrogen strategies, which are also largely reliant on imports.

Table 5. Australia’s LNG trade to Japan and South Korea (2021).

2021 LNG Trade Japan South Korea

Total LNG imports from all sources (Mt) 74.35 46.92

LNG imports from Australia (Mt) 26.77 9.69

Share of LNG from Australia 36% 21%

Share of Australia’s LNG exports 34.1% 12.3%

If Japan and South Korea were to maintain the same share of supply from Australia
for hydrogen as is currently the case for LNG, then Australia’s exports of green hydrogen
(in whatever carrier form) would be 7.2 Mt to Japan and 2.7 Mt, respectively, and a total of
9.9 Mt by 2050. If we assume a similar proportionality again to 2021 LNG trade, of which
53.6% is to other energy-import-dependent countries (China, Singapore, etc.), then a total
of 21.3 Mt of hydrogen exports is estimated. In this context, the scale of CSIRO’s hydrogen
export scenario seems reasonably aligned with potential importer demand.

2.3. Hydrogen Export Price Validation with Major Trading Partners

The Japanese Government’s expectations for hydrogen price reduction are set out
by METI [3]—30 JPY/Nm3 by 2030 and not more than 20 JPY/Nm3 by 2050 (approx.
20 USD/GJ and 13 USD/GJ, respectively, using the JPY/USD exchange rate of 140.12 as at
24 May 2023). For context, The Japanese average LNG price (delivered to the destination
port) in January 2023 was approximately 17 USD/GJ [41]. In September 2019 (before the
major disruptions to global energy markets of the Russia–Ukraine war and the COVID-19
pandemic), it was approximately 11 USD/GJ [42].

From the supply side, in Advisian’s report for the Australian Government’s Clean
Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC), the cost of hydrogen CIF (inclusive of Cost, Insurance
and Freight) for Japan in 2050 is forecast to fall to approximately 25 USD/GJ [43]. The gap
between the 2050 price delivered to Japan anticipated by the Japanese Government and
Australian sources is considerable, and further work will be necessary to achieve a con-
vergence by reducing capital costs, technical efficiencies and operating costs of renewable
electricity generation, hydrogen production, conversion processes to carriers, and end use
technologies to enable the required development of this sector.
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2.4. Operating Mode Considerations

When considering the operation of electrolysers, COAG [8] suggests the coupling
of hydrogen production for export with electrical grid operations control in a kind of
demand-management role for balancing excess renewables and frequency control. While
this is possible from a technical perspective, Advisian [43] points out that export-oriented
hydrogen production projects will seek to maximise their capacity factor to reduce pro-
duction cost per unit hydrogen for capital investment in plant and suggested a hydrogen
electrolyser capacity factor figure of at least 75%. CSIRO [7] enumerates 2018-based LCOH
in Australian dollars per kilogram of hydrogen for various capacity factor cases, as shown
in Table 6, converted to USD. Although the magnitude of these figures does not include
cost reduction from scale-up and technological development in the decades ahead, the
relative difference based on capacity factor is not expected to change substantially.

Table 6. LCOH (2018) at the electrolyser for various capacity factor cases.

Case Capacity Factor LCOH (USD/kg)

Grid connected renewables 85% 4

Dedicated renewables 35% 7

Excess renewable generation 10% 17

The case for “dedicated renewables” assumes the use of co-located wind and solar
energy, while the “excess renewables” case assumes that hydrogen generation is optimised
to only use otherwise curtailed excess grid-connected renewable electricity generation
(mainly solar day-time peaks).

The conclusion we draw here is that any export-oriented hydrogen production plants
will most likely operate at maximum capacity factor to ensure the most efficient use of
invested capital and will not have an economic interest in providing the grid balancing of
variations in renewable generation, unless otherwise incentivised through specific policies.
Optimisation for the much lower capacity operation of hydrogen electrolysers for grid
balancing is an entirely different function, hence a different business case for investment
altogether, and would only be viable if the revenue received from that role compensates for
lost revenue from higher-capacity factor operation for maximum hydrogen production.

3. Comparative Resources

As established in Section 1.4 of this paper, there is a gap in the existing literature on
hydrogen exports regarding the domestic implications on the exporting country. In this
section we provide a brief comparative examination of the resource curse hypothesis, LNG
exports and aluminium exports, to establish some aspects of a conceptual framework for
the domestic economic and energy system impacts of a future large-scale green hydrogen
export industry.

3.1. Resource Curse Framework: Applicability to Hydrogen Exports?

There is a considerable body of literature examining the potential for extraction and
the export of natural resources to yield negative economic results. In this section, we
reference the common features of the “resource curse” framework and examine each one to
determine whether exports of hydrogen could be considered as worse, better, or the same.
The aim is to establish a comparative framework for resource curse risk compared to fossil
fuels and mineral resources, to which the framework has historically been applied. We have
not attempted to provide a full literature review of the resource curse hypothesis, which
would be extensive, but rather have selected two representative papers as the reference
point for comparison. Badeeb et al. [44] conducted a wide-ranging critical literature review
of the resource curse hypothesis and compiled the various causal factors, while Leonard
et al. [45] develop a framework for the application of the resource curse hypothesis to
renewable energy.
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Hydrogen may be treated as a natural resource, being ultimately derived from solar,
wind and hydro energy; however, it also has characteristics of a manufacturing industry,
with high levels of capital investment in each stage of production, and as the resource is
essentially inexhaustible, there is potentially no “post-resource” phase. In practical terms,
there are of course limitations. For example, the required critical materials needed for green
hydrogen supply chain technologies including renewable electricity generation, energy
storage and electrolysis (e.g., lithium, graphite, platinum and rare-earth metals) [46], the
limits to land and other inputs. The investment cycle and the potential for insufficient
long-term investment could also be considered as a potential resource-ending cause.

We have extracted the causal factors from each of these papers into Table 7 below and
applied an assessment of how each factor would apply to hydrogen exports, with a simple
rating system, as follows:

0 The factor is not applicable to hydrogen exports;
1 The factor is applicable to hydrogen exports, but the impact is mitigated compared to

the classic resource curse;
2 The factor is applicable to hydrogen exports the same as with the classic resource curse;
3 The factor is applicable to hydrogen exports with a more severe impact than for the

classic resource curse.

As can be seen in Table 7, most of the established causal factors in the resource curse
hypothesis are applicable to green hydrogen production and exports. Those related to land
use and technology dependence are rated higher than traditional extractive export indus-
tries, while those related to limitations to ongoing production are rated lower. Factors of
governance and equitable distribution of benefits, economic management, and institutional
quality are likely to be largely unchanged for green hydrogen compared to non-renewable
resource extractive activities. However, such factors are also strongly related to pre-existing
conditions in the exporting country.

The ratings in Table 7 indicate a tendency for resource curse effects of a similar extent
to mineral or fossil fuel extraction export activities. The factors listed are intended to
be a representative list to provide an indication of the relevance of the resource curse
hypothesis to export-scale green hydrogen production, which would benefit from further
detailed analysis.

3.2. LNG Exports Framework: Lessons for Hydrogen?

The similarities between LNG and hydrogen exports (whether as NH3 or LH2) are
clear from an energy user perspective; hydrogen can be directly blended with natural gas in
existing natural gas networks [52,53], and LNG-fired gas turbines are increasingly capable
of partial or full conversion to hydrogen firing [54,55]. These similarities on the user side
lead us to consider similarities on the production side and, in particular, how the reference
case for Australia’s transition from a gas producer for solely domestic consumption to a
major global LNG exporter might provide insights for potential domestic energy system
impacts from the transition to a major hydrogen-exporting superpower.

3.2.1. Competition between Domestic Use and Export for Gas, and Possibly Hydrogen?

Simshauser and Nelson [56] discussed potential impacts on the domestic gas supply
system shortly before the commencement of LNG export operations from Queensland
the following year (2016), and their analysis has proven remarkably accurate, forecasting
unserved load immediately on the commencement of LNG exports (domestic demand
exceeds supply). Notwithstanding the pre-existing balance in supply and demand and
extensive export-oriented development of coal seam gas (CSG) production wells, the
introduction of an export pathway immediately enabled the diversion of domestic gas
supply to higher-paying LNG export customers, exacerbated by an insufficient, new CSG
supply for the step change in demand from LNG export facilities [35]. Even domestic
industrial gas customers willing to pay international net-back LNG prices struggled to
obtain long terms contracts for gas supply due to the dominance of LNG export demand.
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Table 7. Resource curse causal factors and expected relevance to green hydrogen exports.

Causes Reference Relevance to Hydrogen Rating

1. Extracted not produced (high capital
investment and low labour input)

Badeeb [44]
Leonard [45]

A. Although renewable, the energy source for green hydrogen depends on high capital investment in wind and solar and
electrolysis, with relatively little labour required, similar to LNG production.

B. Foreign investment and foreign debt may be required, as well as offshoring of profits and control.
C. Limited opportunities for local employment in manufacturing of specialised equipment.

2

2
2

2. Price volatility Badeeb [44]
Leonard [45]

A. Green hydrogen is an energy commodity comparable to fossil fuels in market price mechanisms. 2

3. Limited resource Badeeb [44]

A. Unlimited resource of renewable electricity.
B. Limitations to availability of critical minerals required for renewable electricity and electrolysers [47,48].
C. Potential water scarcity can be addressed by the treatment of wastewater or the desalination of seawater, which require

additional capital equipment but adds negligible energy requirements (0.14% and 0.05%, respectively) [49].

0
1

1

4. “Dutch disease” currency exchange rate and
labour pull effects

Badeeb [44]
Leonard [45]

A. Increase in export revenues affecting exchange rate and causing domestic manufacturing to become less
export-competitive, thus shrinking the sector. This may be mitigated by potentially indefinite production (no crash at the
end of resource deposit life) and permanent realignment of the economy (see issues in 4.D, 9.A, 13.A).

B. Diversion of talent from other sectors (labour pull) into renewable/hydrogen construction projects away from other
sectors due to higher salaries, similar to effects seen on fossil fuel projects.

1

2

5. Economic mismanagement Badeeb [44]
A. Hydrogen-exporting countries are potentially just as susceptible to economic mismanagement in the same manner as the

classic resource curse hypothesis suggests. 2

6. Rent seeking Badeeb [44]
A. Equitable distribution of green-hydrogen-export windfall revenues within a country or concentration of benefits by elites

does not appear to change for hydrogen compared to fossil fuels or minerals. 2

7. Corruption and institutional quality Badeeb [44]
A. Hydrogen-exporting countries are potentially just as susceptible to corruption and issues of institutional quality in the

same manner as the classic resource curse hypothesis suggests. 2
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Table 7. Cont.

Causes Reference Relevance to Hydrogen Rating

8. Damage to the natural environment Leonard [45]

A. Renewable energy installations (particularly solar) will require significant land coverage, for as long as hydrogen
production continues, affecting local ecology. Since wind and solar resources are less concentrated than deposits of fossil
fuels, a larger land area is affected in producing electricity for green hydrogen than for fossil fuels.

B. Since hydrogen production is not limited by finite resource life, operations may continue perpetually, and there is
potentially no future planned date for site rehabilitation and restoration.

C. Renewable electricity generation and hydrogen production would have less (negligible) potential for the contamination of
ground water (CSG issue) [50] and water table dropping (coal mining issue) [51].

3

3

0

9. Diversion of investments away from human
capital Leonard [45]

A. Skilled and higher paid renewable energy construction jobs would attract workers from other sectors, unchanged
compared to fossil fuels or mineral extraction. 2

10. Diversion of land Leonard [45] A. As per 8.A, more land will be diverted per PJ exported for green hydrogen compared to fossil fuels. 3

11. Economic dependence Leonard [45]
A. If any one sector of the economy (oil/gas/minerals extraction or green hydrogen) grew proportionally too large, there is

the potential for economic dependence and vulnerability. As with fossil fuels, this effect is highly dependent on the size
and diversity of the rest of the economy, which may be reduced by “Dutch Disease” effects.

2

12. Technology/expertise dependence Leonard [45]
A. As a nascent industry, there are a relatively small number of gatekeepers of key renewable energy and hydrogen

production technologies upon which producing countries will be dependent. By comparison, mineral/fossil fuel
extraction technology and expertise are well established worldwide.

3

13. Income inequality Leonard [45]
A. Skilled and higher paid renewable energy construction jobs would attract workers from other sectors, while other sectors

suffer the effects of “Dutch Disease”, similar to fossil fuel extraction activity. 2
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Turning our attention to the emerging domestic and export-oriented green hydrogen
market, the CSIRO’s HyResource reference website [57] provides a comprehensive list of
hydrogen projects under development in Australia. We have filtered this list for proposed
commercial-scale projects (excluding those for research and demonstration) for the pro-
duction of green hydrogen, and in Appendix A, we show those projects proposing either
production for domestic use, export, or both. Of the 56 green hydrogen projects listed,
25 (45%) are designated solely for the domestic supply of green hydrogen in its various
carrier forms, 13 (23%) are explicitly for export only, while 18 projects (32%) have intentions
to export and provide local supply. The domestic only projects tend to be much smaller
scale than the export-oriented projects.

The potential parallels with the commencement of LNG exports in Queensland are
clear; once export facilities are in place, local hydrogen users will be in direct competition
with international customers for supply, and pricing will be linked to international markets.
There would be potential for “unserved load” or local investments in hydrogen utilisation
becoming stranded assets without access to a supply of hydrogen that their original business
case was based on before local hydrogen supply pricing became linked to export markets.

On this basis, it is clear that approximately one-third of the green hydrogen projects
under development in Australia will potentially have locally developed hydrogen-using
infrastructure that will sooner or later become export-exposed in a similar manner to the
LNG export start-up. This represents a material risk to the business case of any such
domestic project unless instruments, such as fixed-price long-term supply contracts or
regulated domestic supply reservations are implemented. While it may appear preferable
from a social licence perspective, the inclusion of domestic offtakes in a project that will
become predominantly export-oriented is a clear energy security risk, unless regulatory
instruments are applied to protect domestic users.

3.2.2. Competition between Domestic Use and Export-Oriented Electrolysers for Electricity?

In addition to the direct effects from Queensland LNG export start-up on eastern
Australia’s domestic gas system, in our earlier work [35], we also established the secondary
effects experienced in the electricity system considering pre-LNG CSG ramp gas as a
generation fuel. In the case of future green hydrogen production for export, the linkage to
the NEM is much more direct for two reasons:

First, unlike LNG exports that are concentrated in central Queensland with influence
in the electricity system flowing indirectly to other states, under the hydrogen export
scenario, green hydrogen exporting plants are potentially located in each NEM state,
directly impacting each of the interconnected state grids.

Second, according to the CSIRO hydrogen export 2050 scenario, 882 TWh will be used
for green hydrogen production for export out of a total electrical consumption of 1570 TWh,
hence 56% of all NEM electricity will be taken for the production of internationally traded
green hydrogen. By comparison, in 2019, only 10.8% of NEM-state electricity was sourced
from gas in LNG-export-exposed networks.

Consequently, the potential for international green hydrogen pricing to set the highest
price for NEM electricity offtake is considerably more pronounced than it already is with
LNG exports.

3.3. Aluminium Exports Framework: Lessons for Hydrogen?

In this section, we examine the aluminium production and export industry for po-
tential similarities to contribute to our conceptual framework for green hydrogen export
impacts on the domestic energy system. As an internationally traded commodity with
significant electricity production input, aluminium is a comparable resource to export-scale
green hydrogen.
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3.3.1. Significance of Electricity in Aluminium Smelting

The two key inputs into the smelting of aluminium are alumina and electricity, ac-
counting for 29% and 21% of input costs, respectively [58], and for this reason, aluminium
is sometimes referred to as “congealed electricity” [59] or “solid electricity” [60] because
of the concentration of electrical energy required for smelting. Aluminium production
from mined ore (bauxite) to raw ingots is substantially more energy intensive (212 GJ/t)
than for the manufacturing of steel from iron ore (23 GJ/t) [61], although it is the final
stage of smelting, which contributes 25% of that energy input as electricity (approximately
15 MWh/t).

Historically, the 1970s oil shocks led to considerable relocation of aluminium smelting
to countries with domestic low-cost electricity generation. For example, Japan’s domestic
aluminium smelting industry peaked at 1.12 million tonnes in 1974 (world #2) [62], until
being impacted heavily by the effects of the 1970s oil shocks since Japan’s electricity
generation at the time was 71% reliant [63] on imported oil and oil products for fuel. Japan’s
sole remaining aluminium smelter is still in operation, Nippon Light Metal Co. Ltd. (Tokyo,
Japan), Kambara Complex [64], and only survives because its electricity supply is almost
entirely from its privately owned hydro power stations, which have protected the plant
from electricity price increases due to imported fossil fuels. Just as Japanese aluminium
smelter production was declining, the Boyne Smelter in Queensland, the Tomago Smelter
in New South Wales and the Portland Smelter in Victoria were being constructed in the late
1970s and early 1980s in eastern Australia, attracted by access to low-cost electricity from
local coal reserves [58].

3.3.2. Aluminium as a Means of Exporting Low-Cost Electricity

In 2021, Australia produced 1.56 Mt of aluminium, of which 1.43 Mt (91.7%) was
exported, with 1.41 Mt (98%) of those exports was as unprocessed ingots [65]. In the
same year, Australia imported 0.41 Mt of aluminium, 0.33 Mt (82%) of which was in
semi-fabricated forms, such as extrusions, wire, sheet, plate and foil [65].

Due to the high energy intensity of aluminium, approximately 15% of Australia’s
electricity production is used in aluminium smelting [58]. Based on the abovementioned
figure of 15 MWh/t of electricity used in aluminium production, this exported portion
of production consumed approximately 21.45 TWh. For comparison, this would equate
to 133 PJ of LNG consumed in modern combined cycle gas turbine power stations at
58% efficiency generating electricity for aluminium smelting. Considering the electricity
density of aluminium, aluminium production and export can be seen as a method of
exporting low-cost electricity to countries that do not smelt their own aluminium due to
higher energy prices.

3.3.3. Aluminium Producer Interactions with the Domestic Electricity System
Effects on Electricity Pricing

The development of Bayswater Power Station in New South Wales is closely connected
with the development of the Tomago smelter, as was the Loy Yang A Power Station in
Victoria with the Portland Smelter [66,67]. In both cases, state governments led with the
construction of additional coal-fired generation capacity to enable the development of
the smelters (which had a shorter construction time than the power station but whose
power they required to operate) and agreed to discounted long-term electricity supply
contracts for smelters to attract investment and industrial development [58]. These and
other smelters operating in Australia have subsequently used their market power as a
major existing incumbent industrial employer and electricity user to obtain further price
reductions significantly below market electricity supply prices, with the threat of ceasing
operations and transferring production to other locations with a lower cost of electricity.
This pattern is found to occur worldwide [58]. When generators are privately owned,
this loss is mitigated by increasing the price of electricity charged to other users. When
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generators are state-owned, the loss is subsidised from government funds. In either case,
multinational aluminium corporations are consistently subsidised by the host community.

Grid Stability

Aluminium smelters are technically and commercially optimised to run continuously
at full output. In situations of extreme demand and insufficient electricity supply, alu-
minium smelters can be disconnected from the grid to restore system balance and prevent
blackouts [68]; however, the damage to smelting equipment can be severe for even a few
hours of lost electricity supply, so an aluminium smelter would not be considered as an
interruptible industrial load in terms of grid operations, and such, an operation would
only be performed in extreme circumstances of imminent grid blackout. The operation of
aluminium smelters does provide a measure of grid stability due to their continuous stable
operation and significant load, although this is only an incidental benefit.

3.3.4. Aluminium Smelting and Applicable Factors to a Hydrogen-Exporting Framework

Australia’s aluminium smelting industry can therefore be seen to have some similarity
with green hydrogen in its electrical intensity of production and primary export focus.
Table 8 lists various specific commercial and technical impacts of aluminium-smelting
operations on the domestic electricity system and considers their application to green
hydrogen production to contribute to the framework for analysing the domestic impacts of
a green hydrogen industry.

Table 8. Aluminium smelting domestic impacts and applicability to a future green hydrogen ex-
port industry.

Aluminium Industry Domestic Impacts Reference Green Hydrogen Application

1. Electricity price

Aluminium production located globally
based on lowest cost of electricity.
Investors threaten relocation offshore to
leverage electricity price
reductions/subsidies.

Oil shock effects driving Japan’s
smelter shut down, growth in
Australia’s industry in 1980s [62,65].
Electricity supply contract
renegotiation in Australia [58].

A. Lowest cost of green electricity will be a
primary driver for location of projects.
B. Potential for hydrogen producers to relocate
production for lower $/MWh, greater risk than
for aluminium as technology development
continues to reduce green electricity costs for
newer installations.

2. Capacity Factor

Smelters are commercially optimised for
continuous operation at full output.

Smelters operate baseload and are
willing to accept take-or-pay
electricity contracts [58].

Highest capacity factor operations provide the
best return for invested capital in hydrogen
production. Grid electricity is preferred over
dedicated renewable generation [38].

3. Grid Interaction

Smelters are technically optimised for
continuous full capacity operation.

Aluminium production assets are
severely affected by electricity
supply [69] interruptions.

Electrolysers are much less sensitive to
electricity supply disruptions than smelters
and can operate as interruptible loads in case
of supply demand imbalance on the grid [7].

4. Evaluation of the Hydrogen Superpower Scenario

Energy exporters are rarely the focus of energy security or vulnerability studies, and
thus, to assess these requires the development and adaptation of new approaches or tools.
Using the evaluation tools we have established in previous work for energy exporter
vulnerability [1] and domestic energy security [35], the present (pre-2019 pandemic) state
of Australia’s energy system and energy exporting economy is subsequently compared to
the hydrogen export scenario set out in Section 2 of this paper.

4.1. Energy Exporter Economic Vulnerability Metrics

The economic vulnerability of energy exports can be evaluated using the six metrics
set out in our earlier work [1], as follows:

External vulnerability factor metrics

M1—Customer Energy Import Dependence;
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M2—Customer Energy Mix Diversity;
M3—Export Customer Diversification.

Internal vulnerability factor metrics

M4—Energy Exports Significance to GDP;
M5—Resource-to-Production Ratio;
M6—Carbon Intensity of Energy Export Blend.

Our objective in this paper is to compare the current status (pre-2019 pandemic
data reference point) with the future case of a fully implemented hydrogen-exporting-
superpower scenario by 2050 as has been examined in Section 2 of this paper. In each
case, forecasts for 2050 fossil fuel exports are reduced to zero as oil and gas are considered
largely depleted except for some gas for domestic use, and coal is no longer tradeable in
any meaningful quantity, consistent with the IEA Net Zero by 2050 scenario [70]. Green
hydrogen (in its various carrier forms) is, by 2050, Australia’s primary energy export.

The evaluation of external metrics M1–M3 for 2050 is based on a forecast case we
have assumed as follows, based to the extent possible on currently policy settings for the
2050 time horizon.

From 2019 to 2050, for metrics M1–M3, we have assumed a single change in the
top five export customers, Japan, China, India, South Korea and Taiwan, with Singapore
replacing Taiwan at number 5 in 2019. In the case of Japan, South Korea and Taiwan,
we have assumed their aggressive decarbonisation plans [3,71,72] are achieved, and in
each case, petroleum imports are ceased by 2050, being replaced by the almost complete
electrification of energy use. In Japan’s case, the present 14% renewables and 9% nuclear
contribution to electricity generation increases to 38% renewables and 22% nuclear, en-
suring 60% domestic energy supply. In South Korea, we assume that the current share of
30% nuclear is maintained, and renewables expand to 20% of total energy supply, allowing
for 50% energy self-reliance. For Taiwan, we have assumed the aggressive decarbonisa-
tion strategy based on offshore wind and solar achieves 70% energy self-reliance, hence
their reduction in imports from Australia and removal from the top five export customers.
The energy self-reliance of India and China increases in line with nuclear and renewable
energy development trends, with a reduction by 50% in dependence on imported energy.
Singapore, added as number five in 2050, is assumed to increase its very small local re-
newable generation by a factor of 10, but still remains 96% dependent on energy imports,
60% of which we assume as being supplied from Australian renewable electricity (green
hydrogen/direct cable).

M1—Customer Energy Import Dependence

The energy import dependence ratio of each export customer is multiplied by the
share of energy exports to that customer, and then the total is divided by the exporter’s total
energy exports, as shown in Equation (1). The share of energy imports to the total primary
energy supply is a recognised indicator for energy security [73,74], and import-dependent
countries will have a tendency to reduce their share of energy imports to improve domestic
energy security. As a result, a high level of customer import dependence represents a
vulnerability for the exporter, while a lower score indicates the mix of customers is less
dependent on energy exports and are therefore less likely to try to reduce their import
dependence further, thus being a less vulnerable situation for an exporter.

Equation (1)—M1—Customer Energy Import Dependence

M1 =
QA × (E/TPES)A + QB × (E/TPES)B + · · ·+ Qn × (E/TPES)n

Qtotal exports
(1)

where

Q = quantity of energy exports to country A, B, n, or the total energy export (in PJ);
E = energy imports by country A, B, n (in PJ);
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TPES = total primary energy supply of country A, B, n (in PJ).

The significant reduction in M1 seen in Table 9 is driven primarily by the actions of
the largest export customer Japan (46% of Australia’s energy exports) realising their decar-
bonisation strategy, which includes increasing the share of domestic renewable electricity
generation from 14% in 2019 to 38% by 2050 and increasing nuclear power generation from
9% to 22% over the same time period [3]. A similar change is also modelled for South
Korea (third largest export customer, with 13% of Australia’s energy exports) based on
their policies to hold nuclear generation at 30% and increase domestic renewables from
2% to 20% [39]. As a result, by 2050 both Japan and Korea are considerably less likely to
further reduce energy imports, hence Australia’s reduction in export vulnerability.

Table 9. M1—Customer Energy Import Dependence (Australia) 2019 and 2050.

2019 2050

M1 0.744 0.413

M2—Customer Energy Mix Diversity

Diversity of energy sources is a widely recognised indicator for energy security [73,75],
with a greater diversity providing greater energy security. Energy importers can be expected
to pursue actions to diversify their energy mix and to reduce the import of existing fuels
in their primary energy mix. Hence, a lower customer energy mix diversity represents a
higher vulnerability to loss of export revenue. The Herfindahl–Hirschman Index (HHI)
index, which is widely used to assess energy mix diversity [73], is applied here to quantify
the energy mix diversity of individual export customers, as set out in Equation (2). Thus,
for the current evaluation, a higher score represents less customer energy mix diversity and
higher vulnerability for the exporter.

The exporter’s total export portfolio position weighted by the export energy share of
each customer is thus calculated using the following equation:

Equation (2)—M2—Customer Energy Mix Diversity

M2 =
(Q × HHITPES)A + (Q × HHITPES)B + · · ·+ (Q × HHITPES)n

Qtotal energy exports
(2)

where

Q = quantity (in PJ) of energy exports to country 1, 2, . . ., n, or the total energy export quantity;
HHITPES = HHI diversity index for total primary energy supply for country 1, 2, n = (xcoal)2
+ (xgas)2 + (xoil)2 + (xnuclear)2 + (xhydro)2 + (xwind)2 + (xsolar)2 + (xbiomass)2 + (xgeothermal)2;
Xfuel type A = consumption of fuel type A/TPES.

The calculation result for M2, as shown in Table 10, is strongly influenced by Japan’s
long term decarbonisation strategy for 2050 [3], being Australia’s primary energy export
customer as noted earlier. Japan’s strategy sees reduced fossil fuel use and increased shares
of nuclear, geothermal, biomass, solar, onshore wind and offshore wind energy, with an
increase in their energy mix diversity shown by a reduction in HHITPES from 0.273 to
0.226. South Korea’s own energy strategy, which includes an increase from 2% to 30% in
total renewables, including onshore and offshore wind, solar and biomass, increases their
energy mix diversity, as shown by a reduction I HHITPES from 0.320 to 0.182, although the
overall effect on M2 is less since South Korea’s overall share of Australia’s energy exports
is only 13% compared to Japan’s 46% share. An exception is Singapore, which has a limited
domestic renewable energy potential, in which reducing fossil fuels makes the country
more concentrated in externally sourced energy, relying on imported green hydrogen and a
direct electricity cable connection. The overall weighted diversity index result for M2 is an
increase in customer energy mix diversity, hence the reduced exporter vulnerability. Since
green hydrogen is largely seen to replace coal and LNG consumption, the direct effect from
green hydrogen exports on the change in M2 from 2019 to 2050 is negligible.
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Table 10. M2—Customer Energy Mix Diversity (Australia) 2019 and 2050.

2019 2050

M2 0.329 0.228

M3—Export Customer Diversification

Exporter vulnerability is reduced as the diversity of energy export customers is in-
creased, with a greater number of smaller customers affording greater protection against
the loss of exports to any one customer [76,77]. The same approach is applied to the im-
porter side with respect to the diversity of suppliers as a measure of energy security [73,75].
The HHI index is applied to quantify export customer diversification. In the current in-
ternational energy supply market (2019 case), the index is adjusted by the use of a factor
representing each export customer’s actions to reduce CO2 emissions, where stronger
commitments cause greater vulnerability to current fossil fuel exports. The calculation
method is shown in Equation (3).

Equation (3)—M3—Export Customer Diversification

M3 =
[
CER 1 × (X1 FF)

2 + (100 − CER 1

)
×(X1 ZCF)

2
]
+ · · ·+

[
CER n × (Xn FF)

2 + (100 − CER n

)
× (X1 ZCF)

2 (3)

where

CER = the export customer country’s CO2 emissions reduction rating index (0–100), adopted
from the Climate Change Performance Index [78];
xFF = fossil fuels exported to country 1, 2, n, as a fraction of total energy (PJ) exports;
xZCF = zero-carbon fuels exported to country 1, 2, n, as a fraction of total energy (PJ) exports.

For this metric, a greater diversity of customers yields a lower score, which is desirable
for the exporter to reduce vulnerability that would be associated with having only one or
two large customers. The Climate Change Performance Index (CCPI) [78], used as an input
to the CER, rates poor performance with a low score. For the exporter, countries with a high
CER score represent heightened vulnerability to future fossil fuel exports. For zero-carbon
fuels, the CER weighting factor is applied in reverse (100-CER) since commitment to the
CO2 emissions of export customers for zero-carbon fuels will reduce the vulnerability to
export concentration to those customers. Using this approach that differentiates between
fossil fuels and zero-carbon fuels, we are able to dynamically assess vulnerability with
this metric as a country’s energy export mix transitions away from fossil fuels, along with
changing importer CO2 emission reduction commitments.

In 2050, we assume that Australia has largely ceased exporting fossil fuels, with those
exports replaced by green hydrogen, and fossil fuels are only exported to countries with
limited, if any, emission reduction policies. Accordingly, fossil fuel exports to Japan, South
Korea and Singapore (Australia’s first, third and fifth largest energy exports customers,
respectively) are completely replaced by green hydrogen, which has the effect of flipping
the weighting factor of each country to 100-CER. This is the primary driver for the reduction
in M3, as shown in Table 11.

Table 11. M3—Export Customer Diversification (Australia) 2019 and 2050.

2019 2050

M3 10.171 6.335

The result is a significantly reduced vulnerability to Australia as it transitions to
green hydrogen exports in line with customer policy settings for CO2 emissions reduction
manifested in import demand.
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M4—Energy Exports Significance to GDP

The basic indicator of a country’s vulnerability to the dominance of any one economic
activity is captured in this metric, which is widely applied to the general economic vulnera-
bility of developing countries [79], as well as in the case of oil exporters [76] and, similarly,
to the cost of energy imports as a fraction of GDP, which is a widely applied energy security
metric [73]. While an increase in revenue from energy exports is generally desirable, it also
has the effect of increasing a country’s economic vulnerability if the share of energy export
revenue to GDP is increased. The method of calculation is set out in Equation (4).

Equation (4)—M4—Energy Exports Significance to GDP

M4 =
R f uel A + R f uel B + · · ·+ R f uel n

GDP
(4)

where

R = revenue;
GDP = gross domestic product;

The composition and results for M4 are shown in Table 12, all units are in billions of
USD, converted from Australia dollars at AUD 1.00 = USD 0.65 (the prevailing exchange rate
at the time of writing). Although the value of energy exports will increase by 20.6% from
2019 to 2050, with green hydrogen revenue entirely replacing fossil fuel exports, M4 will
decline from 2019 to 2050 under the hydrogen export superpower scenario. This is in part
due to the cessation of coal, oil and LNG exports; however, it is more strongly influenced
by the growth of Australia’s domestic services economy.

Table 12. Energy export significance to GDP metric, including the 2050 hydrogen exports scenario.

Year 2019 2050

GDP [80] 1490 5300

Coal export revenue [81] 14.7 0.0

LNG export revenue [82] 30.9 0.0

Oil export revenue [82] 8.3 0.0

Hydrogen export revenue [18] 0.0 65.0

Total energy export revenue 53.9 65.0

M4 0.036 0.012

M5—Resource-to-Production Ratio

An energy exporter’s vulnerability to achieve sustainable income from resource ex-
ports is heavily dependent on the remaining life of resource deposits. This is a particular
concern for countries producing and exporting fossil fuels. However, some countries’
deposits of some resources (black coal in Australia, for example) are so vast that the actual
related vulnerability is negligible, hence the resource-to-production ratio input figure is
capped at 100 years to return a vulnerability score of zero. The calculation method is set
out in Equations (5) and (6).

Equation (5)—M5—Resource-to-Production Ratio

M5 =
100 − RPRaggregated

100
(5)

where

RPR = the resource-to-production ratio for each energy resource type (years), with an upper
limit to RPR of 100. i.e., for RPR ≥ 100; M5 = 0.
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Equation (6)—RPR Detailed Method

RPRaggregated =
Scoal × (Qcoal/Pcoal) + Sgas × (Qgas/Pgas) + Soil × (Qoil/Poil) + SgreenH2 × 100

X
(6)

where

RPRaggregated = resource-to-production ratio (aggregated);
Q = total demonstrated resource of each energy resource type, in petajoules;
P = annual production rate of energy resource type, in petajoules per year;
S = export quantity from each energy type, in petajoules per year;
X = total export quantity from all energy types, in petajoules per year.

The aggregate RPR is the RPR of each resource weighted by its share of total energy
exports (in PJ). By using total demonstrated (including sub-economic) resources estimates
instead of economically recoverable reserves, the results return a strategic insight and are
insulated from short-term price volatility and technology changes. Since the production
of green hydrogen is sustainable indefinitely and not dependent on the exploitation of a
finite resource, the ratio of Q/P is not relevant, and instead, the maximum allowable figure
of 100 is applied. As Australia’s export energy transition progresses and share of fossil
fuels diminishes while the share of green hydrogen increases, RPRaggregated tends toward
100, and the score for M5 (representing exporter vulnerability) tends toward zero.

The inputs and results for B are shown in Table 13. In 2019, the weighted calculation
of M5 returns a value of 0.0 due to the overwhelming presence of coal exports (72% of all
energy exports by energy value), along with 95% of all resources. Since hydrogen is derived
from renewable electricity, the resource is unlimited, hence M5 again scores 0.0. The data
for gas and oil resource estimates are sourced from the Australian Petroleum Production
and Exploration Association (APPEA), while coal resource estimates are sourced from
Geoscience Australia (GA) [81].

Table 13. Resource-to-Production ratio metric, including the 2050 hydrogen exports scenario.

Year 2019 2050 Reference

Resource

Gas 86,399 0 APPEA [82]

Oil 13,749 0 APPEA [82]

Coal 1,959,417 1,798,446 GA [81]

Hydrogen 0 very high CSIRO [19]

Production

Gas 4938 0 APPEA [82]

Oil 719 0 APPEA [82]

Coal 12,596 0 GA [81]

Hydrogen 0 2088 CSIRO [19]

M5 0.0 0.0

The results show that a transition from exporting fossil fuels from limited life deposits
to exporting green hydrogen provides significant benefits for exportation by reducing their
vulnerability to the loss of export revenue due to resource depletion, although the effect for
Australia is obscured by coal resources in excess of 100 years of production.

M6—Carbon Intensity of Energy Export Blend

As energy-import-dependent countries worldwide pursue their own decarbonisation,
exporter dependence on fossil fuel exports is an important vulnerability. Fuels with higher
CO2 emissions intensity are at greater risk of demand reduction and loss of markets sooner.
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The weighted CO2 emissions intensity of the exporter’s energy exports blend, calculated
as shown in Equation (7), is therefore a measure of vulnerability to loss of export revenue.
Increasing shares of zero-carbon fuels, such as green hydrogen, reduce an exporter’s
exposure to loss of revenue from customer-side energy transition away from fossil fuels.

Equation (7)—M6—Carbon Intensity of Energy Export Blend

M6 =
(Scoal × fcoal) +

(
Sgas × fgas

)
+ (Soil × foil) +

(
Szero carbon f uels × fzero carbon f uels

)
X

(7)

where

S = export quantity from each energy type, in PJ;
X = total export quantity from all energy types, in PJ;
f = CO2 emissions adjustment factor for each energy type, as per Table 14.

Table 14. Fossil fuel emissions factors.

Energy Type Emissions Factor (t CO2/TJ) “f” CO2 Emissions
Adjustment Factor

Coal 96.3 1.00

Crude oil 73.3 0.76

Natural gas 56.1 0.58

Green hydrogen 0.0 0.00

The composition and result for M6 is shown in Table 15. Australia’s current highly
vulnerable position of high carbon intensity of energy exports is replaced by effectively
100% due to green hydrogen, hence a score for M6 of 0.0 in 2050. The policy implication
for Australia is that an early transition away from exporting fossil fuels as an early mover
to supply emerging green hydrogen markets in Japan and Korea, as set out earlier in this
paper, considerably reduces exporter vulnerability.

Table 15. Carbon intensity of energy exports, including the 2050 hydrogen exports scenario.

Year 2019 2050

Gas exports (PJ) 3686 0

Oil exports (PJ) 518 0

Coal exports (PJ) 10,629 0

Hydrogen exports (PJ) 0 2088

Total exports (PJ) 14,833 2088

M6 0.86 0.00

Export Vulnerability Metrics Scaled and Compared

We have applied a scaling and normalisation method consistent with our original
approach for these metrics [1], and the comparison is shown in Figure 4 (data in Table 16).
The upper values for each metric are normalised to 1.0, except for M5, which scored 0.0
for both 2019 and 2050. Overall, it is clear that the energy transition away from fossil fuels
and toward domestic zero-carbon generation sources supplemented by exportable green
hydrogen has a positive impact in every metric, on the condition that the exporter, in this
case Australia, adapts their energy exports to meet the demand for zero-carbon energy.
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Table 16. Energy exporter vulnerability metrics, compared between 2019 and 2050 (data for Figure 4).

2019 2050 2019 2050

Raw Scores Normalised and Scaled

M1 0.744 0.413 1.000 0.555

M2 0.329 0.228 1.000 0.693

M3 10.171 6.335 1.000 0.623

M4 0.036 0.015 1.000 0.423

M5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

M6 0.860 0.000 1.000 0.000

4.2. Energy Exporter Domestic Energy Security Metrics

The exporter’s energy security impacts on the hydrogen exports superpower scenario
examined in this paper are evaluated using the two new metrics set out in our earlier
work [35]. For these two metrics, the possible range of scores is 0.0 to 1.0, and a higher
score means higher domestic energy security (higher is more desirable).

Ex.PESS—Exporter’s Primary Energy Self-Sufficiency

Energy security theory widely holds that higher primary energy self-sufficiency is
a desirable objective [73,75]. In the case of energy exporters, the calculation method of
primary energy self-sufficiency needs some additional consideration to avoid an incorrectly
favourable result weighted by energy production dedicated to exports that does not con-
tribute to domestic supply, hence input values for domestic energy self-sufficiency for each
energy type are capped at 100%. This new calculation method is set out in Equation (8).

Equation (8)—Ex.PESS—Exporter’s Primary Energy Self-Sufficiency

Ex.PESS =
(TES × DSS)electricity + (TES × DSS)oil + (TES × DSS)gas + (TES × DSS)greenH2

TPES
(8)

where

Ex.PESS = Exporter Primary Energy Self-Sufficiency;
TES = total energy supply in each category;
DSS = domestic supply self-sufficiency, capped at 100%, being the maximum rate of
production that can be applied for domestic use;
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TPES = total primary energy supply (sum of all TES categories: electricity, oil, gas and
green hydrogen);

In the 2050 hydrogen export superpower scenario [19], hydrogen is introduced as a
new energy source, being entirely generated from domestic renewable electricity. The use
of imported oil and oil products, principally as transport fuels, is expected to be ceased
before 2050 since under this scenario, new internal combustion engine vehicles will not
be available beyond 2035. Any use of imported fossil fuels (primarily diesel) in electricity
generation is also replaced with various local renewables and hydrogen. Australia thus
becomes 100% self-sufficient in energy sources for its domestic electricity supply. Domestic
gas is almost entirely converted to biogas, hydrogen blending and synthetic methane from
green hydrogen. The inputs and calculation result for Ex.PESS in 2019 and 2050 for the
hydrogen export superpower scenario are shown in Table 17. The policy implication of a
major transition for Australia to become a green hydrogen export superpower by 2050 in
this metric is the benefit of displacing imported oil used in 2019 primarily as a transport fuel
and also a small portion for power generation with abundant, locally produced renewable
electricity and green hydrogen, thus enhancing Australia’s energy security.

Table 17. Exporter’s Primary Energy Self-Sufficiency, including the 2050 hydrogen exports scenario.

2019 2050

TES % DOM TES % DOM

Oil 2307 31.4% 0 -

Electricity source 2404 98.6% 5652 100.0%

Gas 922 100.0% 790 100.0%

Hydrogen 0 - 2088 100.0%

Ex.PESS (aggregate) 0.71 1.00

Ex.DES—Exporter Domestic Energy System Exposure to Export Impacts

When an energy exporter’s domestic energy system is linked to export activities,
energy security can be impacted through the influence of international market forces on
pricing and demand. This metric quantifies the extent to which an energy exporter’s
domestic energy system is exposed to these export impacts, with the calculation method as
shown in Equation (9).

Equation (9)—Ex.DES—Exporter Domestic Energy System Exposure to Export Impacts

Ex.DES =

(
Ex.DESgas × TESgas

)
+
(

Ex.DESelectricity × TESelectricity

)
+
(
Ex.DESgreenH2 × TESgreenH2

)
TESgas + TESelectricity + TESgreenH2

(9)

where

Ex.DES(energy type) = 1 minus the ratio of domestic energy supply of that energy type that is
physically linked to an export market;
TES(energy type) = total energy supply of the given energy type.

We show the composition and calculation results for Ex.DES in 2019 (historical data)
and 2050 (forecast scenario) in Table 18. Due to the widespread deployment of export-
focussed electrolysers connected to the electricity grid in each state, 100% of grid electricity
becomes physically linked to an export pathway, and hence heavily exposed to pricing and
demand from international markets. Since 2050, 867 TWh (55.9%) of Australia’s electricity
production of 1550 TWh is taken by green hydrogen production for export. The extent of
hydrogen supply in 2050 that is connected to export-oriented hydrogen production facilities
is difficult to forecast at this time; we have reviewed and filtered CSIRO’s HyResource
database [57] for planned hydrogen producing projects (see Appendix A) and established
that of the 43 projects planned to supply the domestic market, 18 of them (42%) are
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associated with an export-oriented facility, hence we have therefore applied the figure
of 42% as the share of domestic hydrogen supply that is physically export-exposed. The
policy implication for Australia is a reduction in energy security as the domestic energy
system becomes entirely export-linked and majority export-focussed, only mitigated by
domestic-focussed gas projects with no LNG export linkage and local hydrogen production.
The export-linkage of the electricity system has the potential to cause domestic electricity
pricing to become set not by domestic supply-demand forces, but rather by international
demand for green hydrogen, unless protective policy measures are put in place.

Table 18. Exporter domestic energy system exposure to export impacts, including the 2050 hydrogen
exports scenario.

2019 2050

Gas (domestic use) (PJ) 922 790

Electricity (domestic use) (PJ) 950 5652

Hydrogen (domestic use) (PJ) 0 338

Ex.DES (gas) 0.37 1.00

Ex.DES (electric) 0.59 0.00

Ex.DES (hydrogen) 0.00 0.42

Ex.DES (aggregate) 0.48 0.14

5. Framework Summary

The elements of conceptual framework for domestic impacts from the green hydrogen
export superpower scenario established in this paper are summarised in Figure 5 and
shown to be linked to the applicable stage of the energy system value chain. By associating
each framework element to a phase in the green hydrogen production and export supply
chain, the direct application of each is further clarified.Energies 2023, 16, 5881 28 of 36 
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As set out in Section 2, the extent of renewable electricity generation required to
supply hydrogen production is of such a large scale that policymakers, regulators, project
developers and community stakeholders will benefit from an increased awareness of factors
related to the renewable electricity phase as an input to optimise projects and mitigate
negative outcomes for related communities. Elements of the framework related to domestic
energy demand are essential considerations for grid operators, regulators, governments,
and other major industrial electricity users who will potentially be in competition with
hydrogen export customers for electricity supply. Elements of the framework related to the
green hydrogen exports phase are most applicable to state and national government policy
makers and related advisors as well as think-tanks to the extent that establishing a robust
and relevant policy framework reflecting these elements of domestic vulnerability sets clear
expectations for an emerging industry of the investment conditions that are sustainable for
the producing country and state.

6. Discussion and Implications

The conceptual framework and its application in this study for understanding the
domestic energy system implications of a prospective green hydrogen exporter, such as
Australia, are quite unique in the academic literature. As mentioned in Sections 1.4 and 4, a
majority of earlier works on energy security and vulnerability has been focussed on energy.
There are a few notable exceptions, which are compared here. Firstly, a study, using Egypt
as an example of sunbelt countries, considered the impact of exporting hydrogen and other
renewable-electricity-derived energy carriers on the domestic energy situation, but from a
techno-economic perspective [83]. They show potential benefit to reduce domestic energy
system costs under some scenarios.

Secondly, and of most relevance to the current study, a study specifically examines
the implications for security justice from Australia’s coal-generated hydrogen exports
to Japan [34]. They highlight two of the traditional energy security factors—availability
and affordability—within their six-dimension framework for analysing this transition.
Though they consider that hydrogen might reduce vulnerability through the increased
diversification of energy sources and support for renewables, they do not consider the
overall vulnerability of Australia due to exports at present versus the future with the
explicit consideration of the technical, economic and carbon policy interconnections. They
also focus heavily on fossil-based hydrogen, making the comparison with the present work
less direct. Therefore, the following discussion relies primarily on our current work and
extracts some further implications.

In Table 19, we show the summarised quantitative evaluation of Australia’s energy
export economic vulnerability and domestic energy security, comparing 2019 as the base
case with the 2050 hydrogen export scenario.

As seen in Table 19, exporter vulnerability due to importer efforts to reduce import
dependence (M1) and to diversify energy sources (M2) is reduced by switching to green
hydrogen exports from 2019 to 2050 since it is found that by 2050, these actions will
have already been implemented by importing countries as they increase the extent and
diversity of domestic zero-carbon energy sources. Exporter vulnerability due to carbon risk
in export fuels (M3) is dramatically reduced since fossil fuel exports to countries taking
action to decarbonise are replaced by green hydrogen imports. Vulnerability is expected
to have decreased due to a lower ratio of energy exports to GDP (M4), even though both
increase, since GDP is forecast to increase at a faster rate, although this result may not
necessarily be widely applicable to other countries, depending on their economic structure.
Vulnerability in terms of resource-to-production ratio (M5) is unchanged for Australia
at a level of negligible exposure, exchanging over 300 years of coal reserves in 2019 for
unlimited renewable energy supply hydrogen exports. However, for current fuel fossil
exporters with less than 100 years of known resources, or none at all, a transition to green
hydrogen exports using unlimited renewable electricity could provide a material reduction
in vulnerability. A current fossil fuel exporter’s vulnerability due to carbon exposure (M6)
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is found to be substantially reduced by reducing or eliminating fossil fuel export in favour
of green hydrogen.

Table 19. Summary of change in exporter internal vulnerability and domestic energy security from
2019 to 2050 (hydrogen export scenario).

2019 2050 Comment

Exporter Internal Vulnerability

M1 0.744 0.413 Less vulnerable (improved)

M2 0.329 0.228 Less vulnerable (improved)

M3 10.171 6.335 Less vulnerable (improved)

M4 0.036 0.012 Less vulnerable (improved)

M5 0.00 0.00 Unchanged (negligible vulnerability)

M6 0.860 0.00 Less vulnerable (improved)

Exporter Domestic Energy Security

Ex.PESS 0.71 1.00 More secure (improved)

Ex.DES 0.48 0.14 Less secure (deteriorated)

Further, we have found that primary energy self-sufficiency, as measured by Ex.PESS,
is increased as all energy needs are met in 2050 from domestic renewable energy, provid-
ing an improvement in the exporting country’s energy security situation. However, the
exporter’s domestic energy system exposure to international market effects (as measured
by Ex.DES) is found to significantly increase, representing a deterioration in the exporting
country’s energy security situation in that dimension as the entire electricity grid and
a significant part of the domestic hydrogen supply is directly linked to export demand
and pricing.

7. Conclusions and Further Research

Amid the excitement surrounding the possibility of developing a new zero-carbon
export industry in the form of green hydrogen, countries with excess renewable energy
potential capable of supporting large-scale green hydrogen production should carefully con-
sider the domestic implications, as established in this study, to design development plans
and policies to appropriately maximise the benefits from this new export industry while
limiting the risk of negative impacts to domestic customers and domestic energy security.

We have established that the hydrogen export scenario proposed by CSIRO and
Climateworks for AEMO in their 2022 report [19] is broadly consistent in terms of export
quantity with projected demand expressed by potential import customers, Japan and
South Korea, although there is still some way to go in technological development in both
production and end use equipment before convergence on the buyer’s and the seller’s price
is reached.

From the analysis of frameworks for resource curse hypothesis, LNG exports and
aluminium exports in the preceding sections, a conceptual framework for domestic implica-
tions and energy security risks is compiled and shown in Figure 5. Our initial examination
of relevance of the resource curse hypothesis has provided indications of many similarities
with extractive resource export industries while also revealing some differences. Further
research and analysis on this topic are recommended to establish a more comprehensive
understanding of potential resource curse risks to emerging hydrogen exporters to enable
preventative action in policies and development planning. From the comparison with
the LNG export framework, we note that a high export price for hydrogen can result in
domestic hydrogen supply being diverted to export markets and driving up the domestic
electricity price. From the comparison with the aluminium export frameworks, we note
that a low export price for hydrogen can result in established hydrogen producers threat-
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ening to relocate production to another country if the electricity price paid is not reduced,
requiring cross-subsidy from other customers accepting increased prices, or in the form of
government subsidies.

From this study, opportunities for further research have been identified in the follow-
ing areas:

- A deeper study of the relevance of detailed aspects of the resource curse hypothesis to
large-scale green hydrogen exports can be continued from the initial review provided
in this paper.

- As the extent of energy infrastructure construction (renewable electricity genera-
tion, transmission lines, hydrogen electrolysers and conversion plants for exportable
carriers) required for the anticipated transition has been demonstrated, questions
immediately arise on the shortages of critical minerals to manufacture the equipment
required. Further research on potential supply shortages and alternative materials
is proposed.

- The potential opportunities and benefits for reducing import customer energy demand
by the relocation of energy-intensive activities closer to low-cost renewable energy
resources, in a similar manner to the relocation of aluminium production from Japan
to Australia, such as green steel production, rather than transforming renewable
electricity into hydrogen, then into a carrier, for shipping to a distant customer.
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Glossary

AE Alkaline electrolysis
AEMO Australian Energy Market Operator
APPEA Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association
CEFC Clean Energy Finance Corporation (Australia)
CO2 Carbon dioxide
COAG Coalition of Australian Government (National and State Governments body)
CSG Coal Seam Gas
CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (Australia)

e-LNG
Liquefied natural gas produced from synthesised methane using hydrogen
produced from electrolysis

GA Geoscience Australia
HESC Hydrogen Energy Supply Chain Project (Australia Japan cooperation)
LH2 Liquefied Hydrogen
LNG Liquefied Natural Gas
MeOH Methanol
NEM Australia’s National Electricity Market
NH3 Ammonia
PEM Polymer electrolyte membrane (sometimes also called proton exchange membrane)

Appendix A

Commercial scale green hydrogen development projects categorised by intended
offtake (domestic, export or both) [57] are listed in Table A1.
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Table A1. Summary of commercial scale hydrogen projects by intended offtake.

Project State Domestic Export

Abel Energy Bell Bay Tasmania 3 3

Arrowsmith Hydrogen Western Australia 3

Australian Renewable Energy Hub (Pilbara) Western Australia 3 3

Bristol Spring Solar Hydrogen Western Australia 3

Cape Hardy Green Hydrogen South Australia 3

Central Queensland Hydrogen Energy Queensland 3 3

Collie Battery and Hydrogen Industrial Hub Project Western Australia 3

Darwin Green Liquid Hydrogen Export Northern Territory 3 3

Darwin H2 Hub Northern Territory 3

Desert Bloom Hydrogen Northern Territory 3 3

Altona Renewable Hydrogen Plant Victoria 3

Edify Green Hydrogen (Townsville) Queensland 3 3

Energys Renewable Hydrogen Production Facility Victoria 3

Fortescue Green Hydrogen and Ammonia Plant Bell Bay Tasmania 3 3

Swanbank Future Energy and Hydrogen Precinct Queensland 3

Fortescue Geelong Hydrogen Hub Victoria 3 3

Geraldton Export-scale Renewable Investment (GERI) Western Australia 3 3

Gibson Island Green Ammonia Queensland 3

Good Earth Green Hydrogen and Ammonia (Moree) New South Wales 3

Goondiwindi Hydrogen Queensland 3

Grange Resources Renewable Hydrogen (Port Latta) Tasmania 3

Great Southern (Georgetown) Tasmania 3

Origin Green Hydrogen Export Queensland 3 3

Green Springs (off-grid) Northern Territory 3 3

H2-Hub (Gladstone) Queensland 3 3

Woodside H2TAS Tasmania 3 3

Han-Ho H2 Hub Queensland 3

Hay Point Hydrogen Export Queensland 3

HIF Carbon Neutral eFuels Manufacturing Facility Tasmania 3

Hunter Energy Hub (AGL + Fortescue) New South Wales 3 3

Hunter Valley Hydrogen Hub (Origin + Orica) New South Wales 3

Hydrogen Brighton Tasmania 3

Hydrogen Launceston Tasmania 3

Hydrogen Park Murray Valley Victoria 3

Hydrogen Park South Australia South Australia 3

Hydrogen Portland Victoria 3 3

HyEnergy Western Australia 3

Melbourne Hydrogen Hub Victoria 3

Murchison Hydrogen Renewables Western Australia 3

Neoen-ENEOS Export South Australia 3
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Table A1. Cont.

Project State Domestic Export

Ord Hydrogen Western Australia 3 3

Origin ENEOS Gladstone Queensland 3

Origin Bell Bay Green Hydrogen and Ammonia Tasmania 3 3

Pacific Solar Gladstone Hydrogen Queensland 3

Port Bonython Hydrogen Hub South Australia 3

Port Pirie Green Hydrogen South Australia 3

Project Haber Western Australia 3

SM1 Port Augusta South Australia 3

South Australian Government Hydrogen Facility South Australia 3

Sumitomo Rio Tinto Green Hydrogen Yarwun Queensland 3

SunHQ Hydrogen Hub Queensland 3

Tiwi H2 Northern Territory 3

Torrens Island Green Hydrogen Hub South Australia 3

Western Green Energy Hub Western Australia 3

Whaleback Energy Park Tasmania 3 3

Yuri Renewable Hydrogen to Ammonia Western Australia 3

Total number of hydrogen-producing projects shown in the CSIRO HyResource
database [57]: 56.

Domestic supply only: 25 projects (45%);
Export supply only: 13 projects (23%);
Both export and domestic supply: 18 projects (32%);
Projects supplying the domestic market: 43 (of which 18 (42%) are export-linked).
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